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Introduction

For April, I planned to complete/continue the following. Where necessary, status notes are included in square brackets and italics.

- Assist BROG members in research and writing HICSS abstract, April 2006.
- Attend monthly School of Informatics Faculty Meeting, April 7, 2006. [Meeting was canceled.]
- Attend monthly IUB HSC meeting, April 20, 2006.
- Attend Annual Review meeting with available advisory committee members, April 20, 2006.
- Write peer review for New Media & Society, due April 24, 2006.
- Write abstract for poster presentation for International Society for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning, due May 1, 2006.
- Continue teaching I101 Introduction to Informatics, SoI, IUPUI & IUPCU.
- Continue writing my qualifying paper.

NOTE: An edited volume containing a chapter I authored was to have been released in April 2006 but has been delayed until June 2006. Citation is:


Activities (alphabetically by area)

Conferences

- Abstract submitted for Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS) as part of BROG, April 3, 2006.

**Publishing**

**Research**
- Continued writing my qualifying paper.

**Service**
- Attended monthly IUB HSC meeting, April 20, 2006.
- Wrote peer-review for *New Media & Society*.

**Teaching**
- Continued teaching I101 Introduction to Informatics, SoI, IUPUI (36 students) & IUPCU (8 students).

**Plans for next month, May 2006**
- Attend *International Congress of Qualitative Inquiry*, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana-Champaign IL, May 4-6, 2006.
- Conclude teaching I101 Introduction to Informatics, SoI, IUPUI & IUPCU.
- Complete my qualifying paper; work may extend into early June.